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Abstract 
 
In this paper we detail MLDC´s platform and tools appropriate for multi-language telephony speech data collection, which is 
named Speech International Program - SIP. The paper focuses in the proposed system architecture and details the series of 
developed tools that will effectively enable a large telephony data collection on a global scale. The paper presents some 
achieved results and proposes some directions for future R&D. 
 
 

1.Introduction and Goals 
 
The MLDC, Microsoft Language Development Center has been engaged in the development of an internal 
Project referred to as Speech International Program (henceforth SIP), whose main goal is to create a robust, 
language independent platform and a set of tools, for telephony speech data collection. SIP has been largely 
influenced by a former joint project “VOXCORP” [1], that was active during 2006-2007, between MLDC and 
the L2F laboratory of INESC-ID, in Portugal, with the close collaboration of Prof. Luis Caldas de Oliveira.  
With the SIP platform and tools, Microsoft is able to create multi-language data collection campaigns, 
centralizing all the tools and servers into a single location, which can then be used by third-party vendors to 
execute the data collection itself. Microsoft focuses on tools, platform robustness and flexibility, while third-
party vendors focus on speaker engagement and transcription/annotation tasks. In addition, by decoupling 
computing and telecom support (Microsoft) from speakers´ engagement and transcription/annotation (Vendor), 
the data collection process is improved, towards enhanced quality and value added in the end product 

(orthographically transcribed and annotated telephony speech corpus) at reduced costs in the full process.  
 
In this paper, we will start by referring some background in data collection. In section 3, we introduce the SIP 
system architecture, whereas in section 4, we will detail the Data Collection Campaign and introduce the 
relevant Tools. These are detailed in section 5 and finally, in section 6, we present some results and discuss some 
possible directions of R&D in the area of data collection. 
  

2.Background 
 
Large telephony data collection campaigns have been put in place by the speech community in order to tackle 
the problem of speech corpora acquisition. Our work was influenced specifically, not only by the mentioned 
collaboration with L2F (INESC-ID), but also by the Portuguese SpeechDAT(II) and SpeechDAT(M) collections 
[2, 3], where a telephony speech corpus with 4027 speakers was collected. The main aim of the corpus resulting 
from SpeechDAT, has been its usage for the development of acoustic models for speech recognition in voice 
driven tele-services. 
Other key references in the data collection area are the SALA (SALA1 and SALA2)    [4, 5] and Speecon 
corpora collections [6], the later being a desktop speech data collection. The SALA collections have had 
essentially the same requirements as of the SpeechDAT collections, with the exception that they were conducted 
in Latin America. Speecon is a speech data collection for consumer applications performed in several acoustic 
environments such as office, home or moving vehicles.  
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             3. SIP System Architecture 

 
Figure 1- SIP architecture diagram 

Figure 1 depicts the SIP tools deployment architecture. In Microsoft’s side one can observe the following 
elements: 

• IVR and database server 
o IVR application developed in OCS 2007 Speech Server – this is the application that answers 

and records incoming phone calls. 
o SQL server 2005 - Holds the IVR database which contain prompt and sessions information. 
o SOAP Web services – third party vendor uses these to interact with IVR database. 

o Stores all the recorded calls in the file system.  
 

•  VoIP gateway – Dialogic Media Gateway 2000 - answers incoming phone calls from 2 
ISDN E1 lines (60 telephony channels) and redirects them to the IVR server. 
 

• VPN gateway + Firewall – enables the creation of a VPN tunnel between third-party vendor and 

the IVR and database server. 

The third party vendor is connected to the IVR and database server using a VPN encrypted tunnel, using industry 
standard encryption protocols. 
 

4. Campaign Phases and Tools 
 
In SIP, each speech data collection campaign can be divided into four distinct stages: 

• Pre-campaign Design  

• Pre-campaign System Set-up and Testing 

• Data Collection Campaign Operation 

• Packaging 

4.1. Pre-campaign design 
The pre-campaign design consists essentially in selecting and categorizing a prompt set for a target language. 
This task is usually done by a third party vendor who is given Microsoft’s guidelines. For SIP, we have designed 
prompts for the following categories: 

• Command & Control prompts- time, digit sequences, dates, cities, etc. 

• Scripted items – text excerpts retrieved from blogs, emails and web pages, containing 
meaningful blocks of text, with between 30-35 words. 

• Voice mail Scenarios – Free speech prompts, where people are asked to leave an 
imaginary voice message according to a given scenario. 

• General open questions – free speech questions about general subjects. 
�
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In the pre-campaign design phase, a prompt sheet template is also created, which is populated in real time 
according to the amount of speech hours collected/goal for each prompt category. 

4.2. Pre-campaign System Set-up and Testing 

After selecting and designing prompt sheets, a web-based prompt sheet distributor system is setup and tested 
with several native speakers. The entire system workflow is then tested. 

4.3. Data Collection Campaign Operation 

The campaign operation phase is when the speech data collection actually takes place. During this stage, the 
third party vendor engages subjects to call in to the system, according to requirements that include, country of 
birth, gender, dialectal region, and acoustic environment and it is when transcription/annotation takes place. As 
soon as calls are received, the third party vendor starts working on the transcription/annotation task.  
Transcription/annotation is done in two distinct passes – a first transcription performed by a regular transcriber, 
followed by a quality control pass performed by a more experienced transcriber. This double-check procedure 
ensures optimal data collection quality. 

4.4. Packaging 
Packaging is the final step of the process where the final speech corpus is generated. In this stage, the database is 
consolidated into Microsoft’s internal format for speech corpora.  
 

5. Tools Synopsis 
 

5.1. Designing Prompt Sheets with Prompt Sheet Designer 
The Prompt Sheet Designer (PDS) tool is a key application in the Pre-Campaign Design Phase. With this 
tool, it is possible to manage prompt categories, bulk import prompts in text format and assign them to a certain 
category and class. The tool also enables users to design a prompt sheet template and generate the desired 
number of prompt sheets. Figure 2 depicts the prompt sheet designer tool preparing a prompt sheet template 

 
Figure 2- Prompt Sheet designer tool - template design 

5.2. Recording In-bound Calls with Speech Recording Application 
The Speech Recording Application (SRA) is an OCS (Office Communications Server) 2007 Speech Server 
based application, fully configurable using an XML script that defines the conversational flow during the actual 
data collection process which accesses a SQL database (referred to as the IVR database). 
The SRA is installed on a Speech Recording Server (SRS), running Windows Server 2003. The SRS is 
physically connected to a VoIP gateway (Dialogic DMG2000), which accepts incoming calls over 2 ISDN E1 
lines (30 + 30 channels) and redirects them to the SRA. The codec used is G.711 A-law in order to preserve 
maximum signal quality. The SRS is able to handle a varying number of SRAs, each one assigned to one 
language and one data collection campaign type (test/train). 

5.3. Transcribing Speech Corpus with CorpTrans 

When a given data collection campaign starts, one or more transcribers must start their orthographic transcription 
and annotation tasks of the recorded sessions. For this purpose a specific tool (CorpTrans) was developed. 
CorpTrans starts by retrieving sessions from the IVR database, which are in the “Call completed” state. Sessions 
are retrieved by order of recording, i.e., older sessions are retrieved first. When sessions are retrieved they’re 
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considered to be a in a checked out status and cannot be retrieved by a different transcriber. Sessions that are in 
the checked out status for more than 8 hours are discarded and assigned to a different transcriber. 
After being transcribed, sessions pass to the “Transcription completed” state, which later undergo a process of 
Quality control (QC) performed by experienced transcribers. Upon successful QC, the session is ready to be 
delivered and it’s transcribed and annotated speech, to be included in the final corpus. Figure 3 shows CorpTrans 
opening a Catalan session. 

 
Figure 3 - CorpTrans tool 

5.4. Monitoring the data collection with CorpMon 

While the speech data collection is in operation, it’s fundamental to understand and evaluate its progress in real-
time according to the following criteria: 

• Number of transcribed/QC sessions and speech hours amount – As soon as the 

amount target of speech hours is reached per collection type and per class of prompt are reached, the 
main campaign objectives are met. 

• Number of male/female speakers  
o A balanced gender distribution is required for each campaign 

• Age distribution 

• Number of calls from different acoustic environments 
o Indoors quiet mobile 
o Indoors quiet landline 
o Indoor noisy mobile 
o Outdoors noisy mobile 

• Number of calls from the different dialectal regions 
o A balanced distribution between the various dialectal regions for the language 

in question is defined before starting the  campaign. 
 
Figure 4 depicts CorpMon displaying the state of several call sessions. 
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Figure 4 - CorpMon tool displaying session states 

5.5. The Prompt Sheet Distributor Website 
The Prompt Sheet Distributor website is typically created by a third party vendor. In this site, users need to fill a 
questionnaire where their eligibility to participate in the collection campaign is determined, according to the 
collection criteria enumerated in section 5.4. Eligibility is determined by querying a central SQL database and if 
succeeded a prompt sheet is assigned to that specific user. 
Figure 5 depicts the prompt sheet distributor website displaying a prompt sheet. 

 
Figure 5 - The prompt sheet website showing a prompt sheet 

6. Results and Conclusions 
The system has been fully developed and tested during 2007 and is currently in operation for 6 different 
languages: European Portuguese, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian Bokmål, Finnish and Catalan, where a significant 
number of calls has been received and transcribed. Table 1 shows the number of calls obtained until July, 4th 
2008. 

Language Collected calls 

European Portuguese 1664 

Danish 1894 

Finnish 1341 

Polish 2186 

Catalan 2574 

Norwegian Bokmål 1311 
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Table 1- SIP Preliminary SIP results (2008) 
The success achieved with the SIP platform and tools and the know-how gained by MLDC in data collection tool 
development and operation, will continue to be applied in this area, possibly envisaging future scenarios of broad 
coverage of languages for desktop [7] and consumer devices, which will be able to attract many subjects, 
including citizens with impairments, to whom speech is a critical accessibility human-computer modality, in the 
scope of large and global data collections. 
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